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The splitting of separatrices for the standardlike maps
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 the following asymptotic formula for the area A of the lobes between the
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This formula agrees with the one provided by the Melnikov theory
 which cannot
be applied directly
 due to the exponentially small size of A with respect to h	
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 Introduction and main results
The problem
As already noticed by Poincare more than a century ago Poi while he was study
ing perturbations of integrable Hamiltonian systemsthe fundamental problem of the
mechanics the separatrices associated to integrable systems near simple resonances

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split under general perturbations Moreover the amount of stochastic behaviour near
these resonances is measured by the size of such splitting of separatrices which turns
out to be exponentially small with respect to the parameter of perturbation Thus this
phenomenon could not be detected by the classical perturbation theory and it remained
unsolved for a long time
It was not until the last decade that the eective measure of such splitting was
nally proved by several authors HMS GLT DS Ang Gel Tre	 Sau
but for some concrete problems For more general systems exponentially small upper
estimates for the splitting of separatrices in Hamiltonian systems were given in several
papers Nei Fon Sim Fon FS and very recently asymptotic expressions
or lower estimates Gal Gel	 DGJS	 DS	 RW	 have been obtained by several
means
Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom near resonances can also be studied
via the induced Poincare maps giving rise to dierent models of families of analytic area
preserving maps close to the identity For such families of planar maps exponentially
small upper estimates of the splitting of separatrices have been obtained by several
authors Nei FS Fon Gel whereas the eective measure of the splitting size
has only been formulated for some celebrated entire standardlike maps by V Lazutkin
and coworkers Laz LST GLT GLS as well as by D Treschev Trea
However a complete proof of the asymptotic formulae for the splitting of separatrices
for these entire maps has not been published yet in spite of the intensive eorts devoted
to it An important complexity arises from the fact that these celebrated maps like the
standard map or the Henon map cannot be easily expressed as close enough also in
the complex eld to an integrable map dened on the whole plane
In this paper we start with an integrable standardlike map which possesses sepa
ratrices associated to a xed point with characteristic multipliers
e
h
 The parameter
h   will be assumed small and therefore the xed point is weakly hyperbolic Next
a general entire standardlike perturbation is considered Since we want to deal with
analytic perturbations also with respect to h the size  of the perturbation is assumed
to be of the form   h
p
for some p   Then for p   an asymptotic formula
is obtained for the splitting of separatrices which is exponentially small in h Lower
values of p are also discussed numerically
To the best of our knowledge this is the rst time that such a formula is rigorously
proved for a discrete dynamical system The proof is based on a rigorous justication
of the Melnikov method for maps This methodology follows an approach suggested by
V Lazutkin Laz which has been already developed for rapidly forced ows close to
integrable ones DS DS	
The model
In the present paper we consider the family F  R

 R

of standardlike maps
F x y 

yx
y
  y

 V

y

   cosh h h     R 
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Figure  The zero level of H

for h  
where the function V  C  C which will be called the perturbative potential is
determined by imposing V    We shall assume that V y is an even entire function
such that V

   Its Taylor expansion will be denoted by
V y 
X
n
V
n
y
n
 
Introducing
L  L

 L

 L

xX  xX   log X

 L

xX  V X 
it is immediate to check that LxX is a twist generating function for the map  ie
F x y  X Y  if and only if y  

LxX and Y  

LxX As a consequence
every standardlike map of the family  is a twist map and in particular is an area
preserving map
Twist maps are frequently used as good models for return maps associated to Hamil
tonian systems with two degrees of freedom as well as for motion inside particle ac
celerators A discussion of the adequacy of our model  for representing a physical
system can be found in McM	 Las	
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The unperturbed map is the socalled McMillan map McM	
F

x y 

yx
y
  y


 
which is integrable with a polynomial rst integral given by
H

x y  x

 xy  y

 x

y

   sinh h 
The origin is a hyperbolic xed point where SpecdF

   f	 	

g with 	 
e
h

that is h is the characteristic exponent of the origin Therefore for small h   the
origin is weakly hyperbolic Moreover the McMillan map has a separatrix to the origin
in the rst quadrant contained in the zero level of the rst integral H

 see gure 
which can be parameterized by
z

t  x

t y

t  


t h 


t h 


t   sech t 
This parameterization will be called natural since F

z

t  z

t h a fact that can
be checked simply by noting that 


t is a homoclinic solution of the dierence equation



t  h  


t h  f




t f

y 
y
  y

 	
and that F

x y  yx  f

y All these properties of the McMillan map can be
found in GPB DR
From now on given the characteristic exponent h   the notations
  cosh h   sinhh 	 
e
h
will be used without further comment Besides to avoid a cumbersome notation the
dependence of all functions on h and  is not explicitly written To end the conventions
about notation the superscript  will denote an unperturbed quantity that is   
When the perturbation is taken into consideration the qualitative behaviour of the
map  changes drastically For xed h   and    small enough the perturbed
invariant curves cross and the map F becomes nonintegrable for any nonconstant entire
perturbative potential V y DR
The standardlike map  is reversible with respect to the involutions
R

x y  y x R

x y 

xy 
x
  x

 V

x

 FR

 x y
ie F

 R

FR

 Since R

W
u
  W
s
 in order to nd a homoclinic orbit it is
sucient to search for points z

of the unstable curve that intersect the curves C


fz  R

 R

z  zg see gure  Such an orbit is called a reversible homoclinic orbit
For    the unstable curve intersects transversely the curves C


just in four points
excluding the origin see gure  Thus for small enough  there exist at least four
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Figure  The homoclinic points z

and the lobe area A for V

y  y

 h   and
  
primary reversible homoclinic orbits two on the rst quadrant and their symmetrical
pairs in the third one For general perturbations these four symmetric orbits will be
the only primary homoclinic orbits and in this case our measure of the splitting size
will be the algebraic

area A of the lobe that remains between the two invariant curves
from z

to z

 see gure  again It should be noted that this lobe area A is a symplectic
invariant that is it does not depend on the symplectic coordinates used and all the
lobes have the same geometric area jAj

The term algebraic means that A can take negative values The usual geometric area is jAj The
sign of A can be used to know the way in which the perturbed curves cross if   
u
 
s
 where 
us
is the path from z

to z

insideW
us
 then A   if and only if  is traveled clockwise like in gure 
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The results
A direct application of the Melnikov theory DR DR	a gives the following formula
for the lobe area
A  
Z
h

Mtdt 
O


 
where Mt  Mt h is the celebrated Melnikov function
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
being the perturbation ie F  F

 F

 Since F is a twist map generated by the
generating function L  L

 L

given in  there exists a function Lt  Lt h
called the Melnikov potential DR such that Mt  L

t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Hence using equations  and  we can express the Melnikov function and the
Melnikov potential as
Mt  L

t Lt 
X
nZ
ft hn ft  ft h  V  secht  h 
This formula shows clearly that Lt Mt are doubly periodic functions with periods
h and  i  i for an even perturbative potential V as the one given in  A
straightforward bound of the Fourier coecients of Lt reveals that Lt  constant
O
exp

h for real t and from  we can conclude that
A  
Z
h

Mtdt 
O


   Lh L 
O


  
O

exp

h


O



Thus for xed h   if  is small enough the Melnikov term  Lh L assumed
to be not zero is the dominant term for the formula of the area of the lobe On the
contrary in the case that h   is a small parameter and   h
p
the case that we
are interested in according to the previous comments the Melnikov theory above
described is not applicable since it only gives the very coarse estimate A 
O
h
p
 and
not the desired exponentially small behaviour of the splitting
Our main result is that for p   the rst term of formula  predicts correctly
the exponentially small asymptotic behaviour of the lobe area under a general condition
on V 
Theorem  Main Theorem Let
b
V  C  C be the Borel transform

of the per
turbative potential V y given in  that is
b
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X
n
V
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n 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o
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
ln

h and h 
o
 Then

We use the denition of Borel transform given in SS	
 The Borel transform of y
k
is 
k
k and
it is extended by linearity
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a If
b
V    there exist exactly four primary homoclinic orbits the reversible
ones and all the lobes have the same geometric area jAj where
A  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Let us make some comments about this result
The condition
b
V    is of codimension one and therefore
b
V    is a generic
property For instance it holds for any nonzero polynomial V with rational coecients
since  is a transcendental number When it holds the perturbed curves cross and the
perturbed map is nonintegrable Cus	
The hypotheses V y even and V

   are of technical character and have been
assumed for the sake of simplicity and brevity They are intended to preserve some
properties of the unperturbed map The rst one preserves the symmetry Sz  z
ie F  SFS and allows us to give in proposition  a nice formula for the Melnikov
function
Mt  

h

e


h
h
b
V  sinth 
O
h


i
 t  R 
When the perturbative potential V y is not even the splitting size in the rst quadrant
of gure  is also given in rst order by the Melnikov approximation  but a dierent
formula holds in the third quadrant
The condition V

   simply preserves the characteristic exponent h since then
the linear part of the map F at the origin does not depend on the perturbation If
V

  V

  one must change the unperturbed characteristic exponent h by the
perturbed one   h    dened implicitly by cosh     V

 in all the above
formulae and bounds See DR	b for a numerical study of this fact
For entire perturbations V y the expression  is not a closed formula since
b
V  is given by a series However for a polynomial V y the Melnikov function
and the Melnikov potential can be explicitly expressed in terms of Jacobian elliptic
functions DR
The main dierence of our work with respect to the previous exponentially small
asymptotic formulae for other related problems is the character of the perturbation
which is an arbitrary even entire function instead of a polynomial one as usual This
general perturbations can be handled since the unperturbed map that we consider is
written in the same way as the separatrices that take place near resonances of integrable
systems In particular the separatrix is contained in a neighbourhood
O
h of the
origin and the homoclinic solution 


t   sech t is bounded up to a distance
O
h of
its singularities This is the key property that allows us to consider entire perturbations
To nish these comments on the results it is interesting to point out that expo
nentially small upper bounds of the splitting size can be obtained simply applying the
results in FS Fon giving rise to the following result
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Theorem  Upper Bound Theorem Assume that  
O
h
p
 for some p  
Then given any    

 there exists a constant N  N such that the lobe area
veries
A  N
e
h
h 


Of course the conclusion of the Main Theorem is sharper than that of the Upper
Bound Theorem since one does not have any control in the way that N grows when
 tends to 

 However the hypothesis  
O
h
p
 for some p   of the Upper Bound
Theorem is weaker than the hypothesis  
o
h

ln

h of the Main Theorem
The methodology
It should be stressed that the problem considered here is easier than the one for the stan
dard or Henon maps This has to do with the fact that in the example considered here
there appear in a natural way two parameters playing a very dierent role a parameter
h which creates the hyperbolicity and the separatrix but preserves the integrability of
the maps and another perturbative parameter  which gives rise to the splitting In
particular an integrable map dened on the whole plane such that approximates well
the perturbed map is easily obtained whereas for the standard or Henon maps this
seems very dicult This fact allows us to translate the main ideas of DS DS	 to
maps since the rapidly forced systems there considered have a similar behaviour ie
they are close to integrable systems see also Gel Ang
Let us notice that the proof of the exponentially small asymptotic formulae for
rapidly forced systems follows easily once it is shown that the splitting is given in rst
order by the Melnikov function a highly nontrivial fact In DS it is claimed that
the problem for maps is more dicult than for ows because the linear dierence
equations that appear in that case do not lead to a computational PoincareMelnikov
theory as happens in the case of ows and the analysis is more intricatesic Recently
this obstacle has been overcome In a previous work DR the authors were able to
develop a computational Melnikov theory for perturbations of an integrable planar map
with a separatrix to a hyperbolic xed point Thus the proof for rapidly forced systems
can be adapted to the case of maps with two fundamental dierences First dierence
equations instead of dierential equations appear in the study of the invariant curves
of the maps Second the Summation Formula given in DR instead of the Residue
Theorem must be used in the eective computation of the Melnikov function
We are able to give a rigorous justication of the the Melnikov method by studying
the perturbed invariant curves of the maps  for complex values of the discrete time
t as close as possible to the singularities of the unperturbed natural parameterization
z

t given in  This approach was suggested by Lazutkin Laz several years ago
for the case of the standard map
Our measure of the splitting of the separatrices is given by the socalled splitting
function  s dened in  as the graphic of the unstable curve over the stable
one in some ow box canonical coordinates It is a hperiodic function whose zeros
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give rise to homoclinic orbits and all the splitting quantities can be obtained from
it For instance the lobe area A is the integral of the splitting function between two
consecutive zeros Another symplectic invariants used to measure the splitting like the
Lazutkin homoclinic invariant introduced in GLT which is simply the derivative of
the splitting function at some of its zeros or the area of the stochastic layer see Laz
Treb can be computed We have chosen the lobe area because it measures the ux
along the homoclinic tangle which is related to the study of transport RW Mei
and it has a clear geometric interpretation
Other applications
As already said the method used in this paper does not apply to the standard or Henon
maps since we do not know which integrable map can play the role that is played here
by the McMillan map Several unfruitful attempts have been done by the authors
Nevertheless this method is general enough and can be applied to many other situations
As a rst example it can be applied to perturbations of other integrable area
preserving maps like the standardlike maps given by Suris in Sur or the twist
maps associated to elliptic billiards The McMillan map is a particular case of the
Suris maps For instance the paper LM is devoted to the study of a trigono
metric Suris map and an exponentially small prediction for the lobe area is com
puted via the Melnikov function which is likely to be proved by the tools developed
here Concerning perturbed elliptic billiards they have been considered in several pa
pers LT Tab DR Lom Lev	 which contain exponentially small predictions
for the splitting size but there is still a lack of rigorous proof
As a second application we mention the study of the splitting of separatrices for
some highdimensional symplectic maps A rst step in this direction was contained
in DR	a where exponentially small asymptotic predictions were computed via Mel
nikov methods for some perturbations of the McLachlan map a highdimensional gen
eralization of the McMillan map We hope that someday these heuristic formulae give
rise to rigorous results in the same way as the heuristic formulae of DR for the
McMillan map have been the inspiration of this work
As a last application we consider the splitting of separatrices for volume preserving
highdimensional maps In this case the rst results about exponentially small splitting
of separatrices go back to ACKR We believe that some of the semianalytical argu
ments contained in that paper can be rigorously developed following the ideas contained
here especially the part concerning the extension of the unstable curve Of course it
will be necessary to consider maps depending on two parameters as in our current
example
All these and other related topics are currently being researched
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Open issues and numerical tests
The factor
b
V  that appears in the asymptotic formula  looks amazing At the
present time we do not know of an ultimate reason for its appearance leaving aside the
obvious fact that the computations lead to this factor Resurgence tools in the same
spirit as in Laz HM Sur Sau Che seem suitable in order to get an insight
into this factor
Our estimates are valid only for  
o
h

ln

h which is the condition required for
the Extension Theorem  to hold on a complex rectangle K
u
h
of values of the discrete
time t
O
hclose to the singularities of the unperturbed natural parameterization z

t
given in  Besides our approach is not applicable on the complex rectangle K
u
h
for jh

j big as it is explained in remark  Consequently it seems possible to
improve slightly the hypothesis about the size of the perturbative parameter ie p  
without big changes of the method whereas a proof of the optimal hypothesis that
is  
o
 according to the numerical results described below apparently requires
a new approach maybe a more accurate singularity analysis on a smaller complex
rectangle DMS	 or the continuous averaging method of D Treschev Tre	 Trea
or resurgence techniques
There is numerical evidence that the parameters h and  can be taken independent
with a
O
 relative error if one changes slightly the asymptotic formula DR	b Let us
explain this First we note that the
O
h

 error term in the asymptotic formula 
for the lobe area is generated by the
O
h

 error term in the asymptotic formula 
for the Melnikov function There are higher order errors generated by other approxi
mations Thus we must compute more accurately the Melnikov function in order to
improve the error Let
P
Z
v

h

be the Laurent expansion around    of the func
tion V  sinh Lemma  implies that A
theo
  Lh L  
R
h

Mtdt
is given by
A
theo
 
X
k
q
k
 q
k	
b
v
k
h  q
h
b
v

h 
O
q


i

where q 
e


h
 and
b
v
k
h 
P

k

v

h 
b
V k
O
h

 
b
v
k
h
are even entire functions of h such that
b
v
k
 
b
V k If V y is a polynomial
b
v
k
h can be computed in a nite number of steps Assuming that
b
v

 
b
V   
numerical experiments lead us to the following conjecture
A  A
theo
 
O
  A
theo
 
b
v

h
e


h
h
 
O

e


h

i

where h and  are independent small parameters that is they tend to zero in any
independent way

 As an example of this conjecture we take the cubic perturbation
V

y  y


 then
b
v

h  

  h

h

 The theoretical values A
theo
are shown

When  is small but xed and h 

 AA
theo
tends to a constant  but   
O
  
Hence the Melnikov method does not work for xed 
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Table  Values of A
theo
 A
num
 and  for V

y  y


h  A
theo
A
num





	 

 






 


	 







 

 


in table  versus the numerical computed ones A
num
 together with the relative er
rors  dened by A
num
 A
theo
   for several values of the parameters h and 
See DR	b in order to learn how these fantastically small quantities can be numerically
computed with a given arbitrary accuracy in a fast way The key is to use a multiple
precision arithmetic and expand the local invariant curves to high order To minimize
the computer time it is necessary that once the parameters are given the program itself
decides  the number of digits used in the arithmetic and  the order used in the
curve expansion
Organization of the paper
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the Main Theorem except for the
appendix where the proof of the Upper Bound Theorem is briey sketched In section 
all the main ideas and tools are introduced First in the Flow Box Theorem it is stated
that ow box coordinates can be constructed in a small neighbourhood of the local
stable invariant curve This is a quite standard result and its proof has only been
sketched Next in the Extension Theorem it is proved that the unstable curve can be
prolonged until it enters into the neighbourhood where the ow box coordinates are
dened The proof of the Extension Theorem requires some original ideas and it is
deferred to section  to avoid a premature incursion into technicalities Finally the
splitting function  is dened in the usual way and its relationship with the Melnikov
function is shown All these results together give rise to the formulae that we are looking
for
 Proof of the Main Theorem
For the sake of simplicity in the notation the dependence on h   and  is usually
not explicitly written but it is always assumed to be analytic and bounded Otherwise
it will be clearly stated In the sequel h will be a small enough quantity and  
o
h

ln

h
We rst look for a local representation of the invariant curves associated to the origin
O    of the map F z given in  To such end we will put the area preserving
map F z in normal form near the origin We rst normalize its linear part dF O
which coincides with dF

O due to the hypothesis V

  
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From the expression  for z

t and 


t it follows that
z

t   expt

exp	h
exph

 
O
expt  t 	

so we introduce the linear change of variables recall that 	 
e
h

z  C C  

	

	

	

	


 z  x y 
which satises C 
O
h and detC  

 This linear change conjugates the map
F z to an area preserving map G  C

F C which is
O
hclose to the identity
G 

	 
 	


  h
h
b
G

 h  
b
G

 h
i

b
G


b
G


O



The hypothesis V

y 
O
y

 has been used to get the
O


behaviour for
b
G


b
G


Moreover since V

y is odd in y G is an odd analytic canonical map which has
the origin as a hyperbolic xed point and therefore there exists an odd analytic canon
ical change of variables that conjugates G to its Birkho	 normal form This result is
summarized in the following proposition
Proposition  Normal Form Theorem There exists    independent of h
and  and an odd canonical change of variables close to the identity map
  !w  !

w 
O
  w 
O
w

 
real analytic on B

 fw  C

 jjwjj  g such that conjugates the map G to its
Birkho	 normal form N  !

G! given by
Nw 

u
e
hI	
 v
e
hI	

 w  u v I  uv 
where
"I  "

I 
O
   
O
I 
Proof The existence of such canonical change of variables is a celebrated result due
to J Moser Mos See also Del for a modern and more direct treatment For
families of maps close to the identity the neighbourhood of the origin on which the
change !w and the normal form Nw are convergent is independent of the param
eters FS Fon It is also a wellknown fact that the change and the normal form
depend analytically on the parameters so the perturbed objects are the unperturbed
ones plus
O
 see DGJS	 for a complete proof in the case of Hamiltonian ows
Finally the change is odd because the normal form and the original map are odd 
The variables w  u v are called normal coordinates As I  uv or equivalently
"I is a rst integral of the Birkho normal N  the orbit inside B

of every point w 
u v can be explicitly written N
k
w 

u
e
khI	
 v
e
khI	

 In particular natural
parameterizations for the local invariant curves W
us
loc
of the map F can be immediately
obtained satisfying also several properties that are listed in the next corollary
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Corollary  Local Invariant Curves Let T   be a constant independent of
h and  such that T   ln where    is the constant given in the previous
proposition Let J
us
be the vertical half planes
J
u
 ft  C  t  Tg J
s
 ft  C  t  Tg
Then there exist analytic parameterizations z
us
 J
us
W
us
loc
 such that
a they are natural parameterizations
 F z
us
t  z
us
t h 
Moreover they are uniquely determined by the following properties

b For    z
us
t coincide with the natural parameterization z

t of the unper
turbed separatrix given in  For    they satisfy the estimates
z
u
t z

t 
O
h
e
t
 t  J
u
 
z
s
t z

t 
O
h
e
t
 t  J
s
 
c They are  iantiperiodic that is z
us
t  i  z
us
t
Proof First we will prove the uniqueness of solutions Assume that z
us
t are analytic
functions verifying properties ac Let V  fr  C  jrj 
e
T
g By property c
z
us
t are  iperiodic so they can be written in terms of the variable r 
e
t
 giving
rise to the analytic functions 
us
 V  W
us
loc
implicitly dened by 
u

e
t
  z
u
t and

s

e
t
  z
s
t Now property a implies that
F 
u
r  
u
	r F 
s
r  
s
	

r 	
whereas property b gives rise to

us
 





d
u
dr
  

	

	



d
s
dr
  

	

	


 
A direct computation using Taylor series shows that equations 	 have unique
formal solutions so we have proved the uniqueness of 
us
 and hence the uniqueness
of z
us

To end we will check that the functions dened by z
us
t  C!w
us
t for t  J
us

where w
u
t  
e
t
  and w
s
t  
e
t
 verify all the required properties
First we note that hypothesis T   ln  implies
e
t
 B

for t  J
u
 and
e
t
 B

for t  J
s
 so z
us
t are welldened and analytic on J
us
 From equations 
 we get Nw
us
t  w
us
t  h and property a can be deduced by means of
the change z  C!w The coincidence of z
us
t and z

t for    is due to
the uniqueness of solutions in the unperturbed problem Formulae  are a
consequence of approximation  the estimate C 
O
h the denitions of z
us
t
and the equalities z

t  C!

w
us
t for t  J
us
 This proves property b Finally
property c follows from the fact that !w is odd in w 
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Remark  We have taken advantage of the hypotheses V

y odd V

y 
O
y

 to
obtain  iantiperiodic parameterizations
O

e
t
close to the separatrix in the asymp
totic expressions   instead of the standard  iperiodic parameterizations
O

e
t
close to the separatrix
Now we are ready to state and prove a Flow Box Theorem outside of the local
unstable invariant curve as a direct consequence of the Birkho normal form It can
be proved without using it Gel a fact that can be important for highdimensional
situations since the Birkho normal form is usually divergent for such cases
Corollary  Flow Box Theorem Let B

be the ball where the normal coordinates
are dened and U  C!U with U  fw  u v  B

 v  g Then there exists
an analytic canonical change of variables
z  U  s e  P z  Sz Ez 
such that conjugates the map  to the ow box map PFP

given by
s  s h e  e 
Besides the change veries the following properties

a The perturbed change is close to the unperturbed one more precisely
Sz  S

z 
O
 Ez  E

z 
O
h

 
b Along the local stable curve z
s
t the ow box functions  satisfy
Sz
s
t  t Ez
s
t   
c The function E

 U  C is a rst integral of the unperturbed map F

such that
E

z  H

z 
O

H

z


 
where H

 C

 C is the polynomial rst integral given in 
Proof Let #I be the function determined by the conditions #

I  "I #  
Then for any    the analytic change of variables
w  u v  U  s e  Pw  Sw Ew 


log v
#

I
 #I

 I  uv
conjugates the normal form  to the ow box map  and possesses constant
Jacobian detdPw  
Now the change  is dened as the composition of s e  Pw with the inverse
of z  C!w that is taking P  P!

C

 Ez  Ew and Sz  Sw We
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also choose   detC  

and then by construction s e  P z is dened on
the open U  C!U conjugates the map  in the ow box map  and is an
analytic canonical change of variables
Property a follows from equation  the denition of #I and the estimate
  


O
h

 Property b is a direct consequence of the formulae S
e
t
  t
and E
e
t
   together with the denition z
s
t  C!
e
t
 for t  J
s
 introduced
in the proof of the previous corollary In order to prove c we note that z  Cw implies
the identity I  x

 xy  y

 where z  x y w  u v and I  uv as
usual Now using that z  C!w  Cw 
O
w

 we deduce that
E

z  E

w  #

I  I 
O
I

  x

 xy  y

 
O
z


that is the quadratic parts at the origin of the rst integrals H

z E

z coincide
Moreover H

 E

are functionally dependent maps since in the normal coordinates
w  u v they become functions of a single variable I  uv In particular the
reasonings above imply that they take the form I 
O
I

 Hence there exists an
analytic function  dened on a neighbourhood of   C  such that E

z  H

z
   and 

   This proves c 
Remark  A more detailed but unnecessary for present purposes study shows that
H

z E

z do not coincide E

z  H

z but  is not the identity This is
in contrast with what happens in the continuous case in which the unperturbed rst
integral constructed via the Flow Box Theorem coincides with the initial unperturbed
Hamiltonian DS	 Equation  is intended to overcome this diculty
 it shows
that H

z E

z coincide in the rst approximation near the unperturbed separatrix
where both functions vanish
Once we have at our disposal of a good local framework we need some global knowl
edge of the invariant curves In particular we want to extend the unstable invariant
curve until it enters into the open set U where the ow box coordinates are dened
Roughly speaking in order to show that the Melnikov method gives the correct be
haviour of the splitting size it is necessary to see that the perturbed invariant curves
are close to the unperturbed separatrix not only for real t but also for complex t This
is not trivial because the function z

t given by  has poles on the complex eld
The closest poles to the real line have imaginary part 	 so we will not be able to
control the growth of the parameterization z
u
t for t  	 Following DS we
will restrict ourselves to a complex rectangle of imaginary width equal to  h The
nal result is summarized in the following theorem
Theorem  Extension Theorem If h 
o
 and  
o
h

ln

h the natural
parameterization z
u
t can be analytically extended to the complex rectangle
K
u
h
 ft  C  jtj   h jtj  Tg
In addition the following estimate holds
z
u
t z

t 
O
h

 t  K
u
h
 
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The proof of this theorem involves several technicalities such as a good choice of
the solutions of the variational linear dierence equations associated to the separatrix
and a suitable space on which to formulate a xed point equation that allows us to
give quantitative results using some contraction argument It is deferred to section 
jointly with a discussion in remark  about the numerical experiments performed to
check the optimality of the Extension Theorem Here we only want to state that we
have checked numerically that i bound  is optimal on K
u
h
 ii it holds under the
weaker conditions h small  
o
h


Remark  It has to be noted here that far from the singularities the Extension
Theorem can be improved Let     be xed Then if h and jj are small
enough the following estimate holds
z
u
t z

t 
O
h t  K
u

 
See remark  for a proof The diculty and the relevance of the previous theorem
is to reach a distance
O
h of the singularities
The unperturbed natural parameterization z

t arrives and stays at the open set
U for t  T and jtj   By estimate  the same happens to z
u
t for
T  t  T and jtj   h On U  the ow box functions  are dened and
therefore they can be evaluated on the unstable curve giving rise to the functions
S
u
t  Sz
u
t E
u
t  Ez
u
t 
Using that z
u
t is an analytic natural parameterization and equation  it turns
out that S
u
t t and E
u
t are hperiodic analytic functions dened for T  t  T
and jtj  h By periodicity they can be considered dened on the whole complex
strip
I
h
 ft  C  jtj   hg 	
as well as S
u
t
Next proposition collects several computations about the Melnikov function Mt
and the functions S
u
t E
u
t In particular it is proved the crucial fact that E
u
t is
given in rst order by the Melnikov approximation Mt at least on the complex strip
I
h
 Since both functions are hperiodic the dierence between E
u
t  E
u

and Mt
is proved to be
O

e


h
 for real t where E
u

is the zero order Fourier coecient of
E
u
t Moreover the asymptotic behaviour of the Melnikov function and its derivative
is explicitly computed and nally the equation s  S
u
t is inverted on the real line
preparing the way for the denition of the splitting function
Proposition  With the previous notations denitions and assumptions

a The following estimates hold
E
u
t  Mt 
O
h

 

h

 t  I
h
 
E
u
t  E
u

 Mt 
O
h

 

h


e


h
 t  R 
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where E
u

 h

R
h

E
u
tdt Mt is the Melnikov function  and I
h
is the
complex strip 
b The equation s  S
u
t can be inverted for real t Denoting t  s
u
s its inverse
the function 
u
s  s
u
s s is
O
 analytic and hperiodic
c Let Mt be the Melnikov function as dened in  Then
Mt  

h

e


h
h
b
V  sinth 
O
h


i
 t  R 
M

t  

h

e


h
h
b
V  costh 
O
h


i
 t  R 
The proof of this proposition is somewhat technical and is deferred to section 
In particular the proof of the asymptotic behaviour of the Melnikov function relies
strongly on the theory of elliptic functions
Remark  The function Ez given in  is
O
h

 on U  due to the factor  
detC  


O
h

 that appears during the proof of corollary  Hence E
u
t 
Ez
u
t is
O
h

 on the complex strip I
h
given in 	 Besides in lemma 
it is stated that the kth order Fourier coecient of the Melnikov function Mt is
O
h

k exp jkj r
h
h where r
h
   h This proves that Mt is
O
h

 on
the complex strip I
h
 since it has zero mean For jh

j big both estimates imply that
on the complex strip I
h
 the dominant term of E
u
t is not Mt
Equations  and  imply that the local stable curve z
s
t and the arriving
unstable one z
u
t in the ow box coordinates can be written in parametric form as
s e  SEz
s
t  t  s e  SEz
u
t  S
u
t E
u
t
Therefore it is very natural to introduce the splitting function  given implicitly by
 S
u
t  E
u
t According to proposition  the function S
u
is invertible on the
real line so the splitting function can be given explicitly by
 s  E
u
s
u
s  E
u
s 
u
s s  R 
Then the arriving unstable curve and the local stable one can be written as
e  e
u
s   s e  e
s
s   
in the system of ow box coordinates s e The relation between the splitting function
 s and the splitting size is shown in the next proposition
Proposition  The splitting function is a hperiodic real analytic function such that

a Its real zeros correspond to the primary homoclinic points
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b Its integral between two consecutive real zeros is equal to the algebraic area of
the lobe between the corresponding primary homoclinic points
c It has zero mean that is  

 h

R
h

 sds  
d For s  R the following asymptotic estimate holds
 s  

h


e


h
h
b
V  sinsh 
O
h

 h


i
 
Proof The splitting function  is analytic hperiodic because so are E
u
and 
u

a is direct from equation 
b also follows from  since the ow box coordinates s e are canonical
c is a consequence of the fact that the area of the inner lobes and the outer ones
coincide This can be easily seen making one iterate of the map F  R

 R

and using
that the total area between the global invariant curves is invariant
d Equation  implies that M

s 
O
h

e


h
 for s  R and applying
Taylor$s Theorem to Ms
u
s  Ms 
O
 we get
Ms
u
s Ms 
O
h

e


h
 s  R
By the denition  of  s and applying  we have for real s
 s  E
u

 Ms
u
s 
O
h

 

h


e


h
 E
u

 Ms 
O
h

 

h


e


h

Finally since the splitting function and the Melnikov function have zero mean we obtain
that E
u


O
h

 

h


e


h
 and  follows from  
Now the Main Theorem can be trivially deduced from the previous proposition and
especially from the asymptotic estimate given in  Note that jjh

 h

 because
we are assuming  
o
h

ln

h
 Proof of the Extension Theorem
 A simplication
Let J be the vertical half plane J  ft  C  t  Tg Let us recall that F x y 
yx  fy where fy  f

y  V

y and f

y  y  y

 Thus using
the property of natural parameterization F z
u
t  z
u
t  h there exists a unique
analytic function 
  J  C such that z
u
t can be written in the form
z
u
t  
t h 
t h t  J  
From corollary  we deduce that 
t is the unique analytic function verifying the
following properties a 
th
th  f
t b sup
J
f
e
t
j
t 


tjg 

and c 
 is  iantiperiodic
Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 
To compare the perturbed solution 
t with the known unperturbed one 


t given
in  we introduce their dierence t  
t 


t as well as the linear operator
  L dened by
Lt  t h f






tt  t h f

y 
y
  y

 
and the nonlinear one   T  given by
T t  !t t !t   !

t   !

t  
where
!

t   f




t   f




t f






t !

t   V




t   
Then   J  C is the unique analytic function verifying the following properties
a$ L  T  b$ sup
J
f
e
t
jtjg 
 and c$  is  iantiperiodic
The idea of the proof is to invert the linear operator L and solve the resulting xed
point equation   L

T  in a suitable Banach space using some contraction argument
Properties b$c$ jointly with that fact that 


t has a pole on t   i lead us
naturally to introduce the following complex Banach space
X



  D

 C continuous on D

and analytic on its interior
 iantiperiodic such that jjjj





where jjjj

 sup
D

f
e
t
jtjg and D

is the union of the vertical half plane J and
a complex rectangle K

D

 J  K

 K

 ft  C  jtj  T jtj   g 
Now from the relations between the natural parameterizations z

t z
u
t and the
functions 


t 
t given in equations   it follows that the Extension Theorem
is a corollary of the next result on the function t  
t 


t
Proposition  If h is small enough and  
o
h

ln

h there exists a unique 


X
h
verifying the nonlinear di	erence equation L  T  such that
jj

jj
h

O
h

 
The rest of this section is devoted to prove proposition 
 The linear equation
First we present the method of solution of the linear nonhomogeneous dierence equa
tion associated to the operator L introduced in  The tools developed here are
inspired by the ones contained in the papers Tab Gel In fact we have adapted
 A Delshams and R RamrezRos
the general setting of Gel to our concrete problem where once a fundamental set of
solutions of the homogeneous equation is known the method of variation of parameters
is applied to solve the nonhomogeneous one
Following this scheme we consider rst the homogeneous equation
L   	
It is worth noting that 	 is the variational dierence equation associated to the
unperturbed homoclinic solution 


t see 	 Thus a solution of this variational
equation is simply the derivative of 


t Another independent solution can be also
computed as described in the following lemma whose proof is straightforward It is
important to stress that we will be able to prove proposition  due to our explicit
knowledge of a fundamental set of solutions of the homogeneous equation
Lemma  The general solution of the homogeneous equation  has the form

h
t  

t

t  

t

t 
where 

t 

t are arbitrary hperiodic functions


t  




t  
tanh t
cosh t
 
and


t 
A

 A

sinh

t  A

t c tanh t


cosh t
 A

 

 A

 


 A

 

h
 
c  C being an arbitrary constant
Moreover W t   where W t  W 

 

t denotes the Wronskian of the fun
damental set of solutions f

 

g that is
W t  

t

t h 

t h

t  

t%

t 

t%

t
where %t  t h t
Remark  A change of the free constant c  C only changes 

t by adding a
multiple of 

t to it We will take advantage of this freedom to get a second solution


t as regular as possible on its poles t

p
 	 i For instance setting c  	 i
t

p
becomes a simple pole of 

t instead of a double one This choice of c allows us
to assume only the number  in the exponent of  
o
h

ln

h in the Extension
Theorem instead of a bigger one
Now we are ready to solve formally the nonhomogeneous equation
L   
using the method of variation of parameters see for instance Gel
Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 
Lemma  The formal general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation  has
the form t  
h
t  
p
t where 
h
t is the homogeneous solution  and a
particular solution 
p
t is

p
t 
X
k
N
k
tt kh N
k
t  

t

t kh 

t kh

t 
Direct computations yield this lemma The fact that the Wronskian of f

 

g is
identically one has been used Otherwise the term t  kh in the formula of the
particular solution would be t khW t kh
In order to invert the linear operator L we now study the convergence of the series
in  for   h  In the sequel K

 K


and K


will denote positive constants
independent of the parameters k h and   being any subscript
Lemma  Let   h     Then the linear operator L can be inverted on the
complex space X

 and its inverse is analytic Moreover for   X

and t  D

L

t 
X
k
N
k
tt kh jN
k
tj  K
N


h

e
kh
 
where N
k
t is the function dened in 
Proof We rst notice that 

t is  iantiperiodic but 

t is not  iantiperiodic due
to the term t c tanh t cosh

t However a straightforward computation shows that
the function N
k
t is  iperiodic and does not depend on the constant c
Second on t   

t 

t have a singularity at t

p
  i whereas on t  
the singularity is at t

p
  i Because of this we shall work separately on the sets
D


 D

 f	z  g to get the same bound on the whole set D


We choose the value
c  t

p
 	 i
for the free constant c that appears in the expression  of 

t Then there exists
a constant K

such that
j

tj  K



h
e
t
 j

tj  K

h

e
t
 t  D


 
The rst bound is direct but the second one requires a detailed verication We split
the function 

t as the sum 

t 
b


t 
e


t where
b


t 
 sinh

t t t

p
 tanh t


cosh t

e


t 
e
A


e
A

sinh

t
e
A

t t

p
 tanh t
cosh t

with
e
A


A

 





 


 
e
A


A

 


 
e
A


A

 



h 
h


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On the one hand since
e
A


e
A


O

e
A

  and   h there exists a constant K


such that
j
e


tj  K




 K


h




K


e
T
h

e
t
 t  D



On the other hand the numerator of
b


t has a zero at t  t

p
 	 i which
compensates the zero of its denominator cosh t so
b


t is analytic on t  t

p
and there
exists a constant K


such that
j
b


tj  K


h

e
t
 t  D



Thus we can take K

 K


e
T
K


in the bound of 

 This ends the proof of
bound  Now we are ready to bound N
k
t If K
N
 K



 using 
we deduce the bound in  on D


 and hence on D


jN
k
tj  j

t khj j

tj j

tj j

t khj  K





h


e
kh

e
kh

 K
N


h

e
kh

Let   X

 We know that the formal general solution of the equation L   is
  
h
 
p
 where the functions 
h
and 
p
are given in  and  respectively
The particular solution 
p
is analytic Actually 
p
 X

 since N
k
t is  iperiodic and
jj
p
jj

 K
N


h

e
h

e
h
jjjj

 
as the following computation shows
e
t
j
p
tj 
e
t
X
k
jN
k
tj jt khj  K
N
jjjj



h

X
k
e
kh
 t  D


We have used that jtj 
e
t
jjjj

 on D


Since 

 

 and 
p
are analytic on D

 it turns out that the formal solutions 
h
 
p
of L   are analytic on D

 provided that the hperiodic functions 

t and 

t
in  are analytic too Furthermore j

tj  
e
t
and j

tj 




e
t
 when
t  
 and t   Thus jj
h
jj

 
 if and only if 

t 

t   that is

h
t   This proves that   
p
is the unique solution in X

of the equation L  
so L is invertible in X

and L

is given by 
Moreover jjL

jj

 K
N


h

e
h
 
e
h
 see  Thus L

is a linear
continuous operator between complex Banach spaces and therefore analytic 
 The nonlinear equation
Once we know how to solve the linear equation  we are ready to study the non
linear one L  T  Since our goal is to prove proposition  we shall work in the
spaces X
h
 and we shall omit the subscript h in the norm of X
h
 to avoid a cumbersome
notation
Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 
Introducing B
R
 f  X
h
 jjjj  Rg we claim that the operators
B
R
 t
T
 !t t  X
h
 B
R
 t
F
 L

!t t  L

T t  X
h

are welldened and analytic for R 
e
T
   see lemma  Thus   B
R
 X
h
is a solution of the xed point equation   F  L

T  if and only if L  T 
Consequently to prove proposition  it suces to see that under the hypotheses
there stated the operator F has a xed point 

 X
h
such that jj

jj 
O
h


In order to solve the xed point equation we shall use a contraction argument Since
F is an analytic operator on a complex Banach space the usual contraction lemma
admits a stronger formulation In practice this stronger version does not give anything
new with regard to the usual one but it exempts us of the tedious computation which
show that the operator we consider is a contraction We learned this trick from Ang
The adaptation of this idea to our setting is the following lemma
Lemma  Analytic Contraction Lemma Let X be a complex Banach space
and let F  B
R
 X be an analytic map where B
R
 f  X  jjjj  Rg Assume that
jjFjj  a  b jjjj c jjjj

 d jjjj

   B
R
 
with
a  R b ac a

d   	
Then F has a unique xed point 

 X such that jj

jj  a
Proof Suppose rst that FB
r
  B
	r
 for some r   R and    Let   B
	r
and   rjjjj   The Cauchy$s inequality to estimate the derivative of F in  gives
jjdFjj  

supfjjFjj  jj jj  g  r  jjjj

supfjjFjj    B
r
g

r
r  r


 
 
where we have used that    Thus the restriction of F to the ball B
	r
is a
contraction and hence F has a unique xed point 

 B
	r
 B
r

To nish it suces to note that hypothesis 	 implies FB
r
  B
	r
 with r 
a  R and     b ac a

d   
We will see in lemma  that the nonlinear operator F satises bound  with
a 
O
h

 b 
O
h

 c 
O
h

lnh d 
O
h


when h and jj are small Therefore
a 
O
h

 b  ac a

d 
O
h

lnh 

h


and hypotheses 	 of the Analytic Contraction Lemma hold for h and jh

lnhj
small enough This proves that under the hypotheses of the proposition  the oper
ator F has a xed point 

 X
h
such that jj

jj  a 
O
h


Therefore proposition  and the Extension Theorem are proved
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Remark  The bound a 
O
h

 is the direct responsible of bound  which
in its turn together with the bound c 
O
h

lnh is the cause of the hypothesis h
small and  
o
h

ln

h in proposition  Besides the value of the operator F at
the point   X
h
can be easily computed
F  t  L

!t   L

V




t  
X
k
N
k
tV




t kh
and numerical experiments show that jjFjj  h

 when h and jj are small The
experiments have been performed with V

y  y

 that is the simplest perturbation
satisfying our hypotheses that we can take Thus the bound on a is optimal because
jjFjj  a This fact leads us to believe that bound  is optimal This belief also
relies on additional numerical experiments which also show that bound  holds
under the weaker hypothesis h small and  
o
h


It only remains to prove the properties of the operators T and F we have used
before and this is the aim of the following lemma
Lemma  If h

is small enough h   h

 and t  D
h
 the following bounds hold

i j


t	 ij  
ii jN
k
tj  K
N
h

e
kh
 where N
k
t is the function dened in 
iii Let !t  be the function introduced in  Then
j!t j  K

	




X
q
jj
q





t



q
 jj

X
q
jj
q





t



q



   B


Moreover setting B
R
 f  X
h
 jjjj  Rg with R 
e
T
 the nonlinear
operator
B
R
 t
T
 !t t  X
h
is welldened and analytic
iv Let M
q
t 
P
k
exp q  t q  kh j


t khj
q
 for q     
Then
M
q
t 
	





K
M
e
qt
if q   
K
M
jlnhj
e
t
if q  
K
M
h

e
t
if q  

v For R 
e
T
 the nonlinear operator
B
R
 t
F
 L

!t t  X
h
is welldened and analytic on B
R
 Furthermore for all   B
R

jjFjj  K
F
h

n
jj   jjjj    jj jlnhj jjjj

   jjh

jjjj

o

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Proof The value of h

can change along the proof becoming smaller and smaller
without explicit mention Thus we will use freely bounds like h   lnh     h
   or any other one that holds near the limit h  
i We will obtain the bound separately on the sets J and K
h
 Recall that D
h

J K
h
 see equation  The bound on J is trivial since 


tends uniformly to zero
on J  when h 
We note that 


	h   i  i and 


	h   i   i so the bound on K
h
is
more dicult Let r  t s  t Elementary computations give





t  i




  
   sinh r sin s
sinh

r  cos

s
  
   sinh jrj
sinh

r  cos

s

If    sinh jrj   then j


t  ij

    Otherwise using the inequality
cos

s  cos

t  sin

h for t  K
h
 we obtain





t  i




  
   sinh jrj
sinh

r  sin

h
  
 


 ch

 g
h

where   

sinh jrj and ch  

sinh In particular j


t  ij

 min
R
g
h
 for
t  K
h
 Let g

  

 The function g
h
converges uniformly to g

on
the real line when h  and min
R
g

 g

 
p
      so min
R
g
h
 
for h small enough This nishes the proof of the bound j


t  ij   for t  K
h

The bound on j


t ij is similar
ii It is a direct consequence of  for   h
iii Let us recall that !  !

 !

 In order to bound the function !

 we write
!


b
!


e
!

 where
b
!

t   
b
P 


t
Q


t 



t


e
!

t   
e
P 


t
Q


t 



with
b
P 
  


 
e
P 
  


  Q
     




h
  
  

i

Now we can control the size of the denominator Q


t  using i In particular


Q


t 


  

   B

 t  D
h

Moreover there exists a constant K
P
such that



b
P 


t


 



e
P 


t


  K
P
 t  D
h

since 


t   sech t is uniformly bounded on D
h
 and
b
P 

e
P 
 are polynomial
functions Thus using that   


!

t 


  

K
P

X
q
jj
q





t



q
   B

 t  D
h
 
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We now proceed to bound !

t   V




t As y   is a triple zero of V

y
V

yy

is an entire function In particular there exists a constant K
V
such that


!

t 


  K
V





t  




 K
V

X
q
jj
q





t



q
   B

 t  D
h
 
We have used again the fact that 


t is uniformly bounded on D
h
 The bounds 
and  imply the rst part of iii
 it suces to take K

 maxf

K
P
 K
V
g
In order to get the properties of the operator T  let us x a function   B
R
 Then
jtj 
e
t
jjjj 
e
T
R   t  D
h

Therefore the function t  T t  !t t is analytic on D
h
 because !t  is
analytic on t   D
h
B

 Moreover an easy computation shows that T   X
h
 so
the operator T is welldened and analytic
iv There exists a constant K
e
such that
P
k
e
nhk
  
e
nh


 K
e
h

 for
n      Set
 

t  i if t  
t  i otherwise

Then there exists a constant K


such that





t



q


K


h
q
e
q	t
on J
K


h
q
j j
q
on K
h
q    
The case q   is easy
M

t 
e
t
X
k
e
kh
 K
e
h

e
t
 t  D
h
 
Now we consider the case q   We work again separately on the sets J  K
h
 On
J the bound is
M
q
t  K


h
q
e
qt
X
k
e
q	kh
 K


K
e
h
q
e
qt

and setting K

M
 K


K
e

M
q
t 

K

M
e
qt
if q   
K

M
jlnhj
e
t
if q  
 t  J  
To end let us assume that there exists a constant K

M
verifying
M
q
t 

K

M
if q   
K

M
jlnhj if q  
 t  K
h
 
Then setting K
M
 maxfK

M

e
T
K

M
 K
e
g iv follows from equations &
Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 	
We now proceed to prove bound  Given t  K
h
 let   t be the smallest
positive integer such that t h  J  and split the series M
q
t as
M
q
t  M
q
t h 

X
k
expq  t q  kh





t kh



q
 max
tJ
M
q
t K


e
T
h
q

X
k
j  khj
q
 t  K
h

We remember that j j  h and Th      h  Th Using the bound
P

k
fk  max
R
f 
R


f  valid for any positive continuous function f such that it is
increasing on 
 r and decreasing on r
 for some r  R we get
h
q

X
k
j  khj
q
 h
q

X
k
j  kh  h ij
q


X
k
jh k  ij
q
  
Z


jh u ij
q
du   
Z
h
h
jv  ij
q
dv
  
Z
Th
Th
dv
  v


q	


O
 if q   
O
lnh if q  

Now bound  follows from these last two estimates and bound 
v The fact that F is welldened and analytic on B
R
is obvious because it is the
composition of two operators T  B
R
 X
h
and L

 X
h
 X
h
 welldened and
analytic Consequently we x our attention on the bound
Let   B
R
 and set K
F
 K
N
K

K
M
 Then using the bounds from ii&iv we
get
e
t
jFtj 
e
t
X
k
jN
k
tj j!t kh t khj
 K
N
K

h

X
k
e
tkh
	




X
q
jt khj
q





t kh



q
 jj

X
q
jt khj
q





t kh



q



 K
N
K

h

	




X
q
jjjj
q
M
q
t  jj

X
q
jjjj
q
M
q
t



 K
F
h

n
jj   jjjj    jj jlnhj jjjj

   jjh

jjjj

o

for all t  D
h
 
Remark  Let     be xed ie independent of h Then the analysis on D

is simpler than the one on D
h
 since we are far from the singularities The bounds i
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and iii of the previous lemma are the same whereas the bounds ii and iv can be
improved in the following way
jN
k
tj  K
N
h

e
kh
 M
q
t  K
M
h
q
e
qt
 q     
for all t  D

 Thus repeating the argument of v the operator F is welldened and
analytic on B
R
 f  X

 jjjj

 Rg and veries bound  as before but now
with
a 
O
h b 
O
 c 
O
h

 d 
O
h


when h and jj are small Therefore
a 
O
h b ac a

d 
O

and the hypotheses 	 of the Analytic Contraction Lemma are veried for h and
jj small enough This proves that under these hypotheses the operator F has a xed
point 

 X

such that jj

jj

 a 
O
h Hence in the same way that we have
proved the Extension Theorem bound  follows We omit the details since they
do not require any new idea
 Proof of Proposition 
a Let B the matrix such that H

z 


z

Bz 
O
h

z

 A direct computation
shows that BC 
O
h and hence dH

z 
O
h for z  U  C!U Assume that
T  t  T and jtj   h Then bounds  and  hold and z
us
t  U 
Applying Taylor$s Theorem to H

z
us
t  H

z
us
tH

z

t we get
H

z
u
t 
O
h

 H

z
s
t 
O
h


These estimates together with equations  imply
E
u
t  Ez
u
t Ez
s
t  E

z
u
t E

z
s
t 
O
h


 %t 
O
h

 

h

 
where
%t  H

z
u
tH

z
s
t
 H

z
u
t
m
H

z
s
t
m
 
m
X
nm
H

z
n	
t
n
H

z
n	
t
n

for all m   where t
n
 t  hn and n stands for u if n   and for s if n  
Since lim
m	

z
u
t
m
  lim
m	

z
s
t
m
  O    and z
us
t
n
  F z
us
t
n
 we
obtain by passing to the limit
%t 
X
nZ
H

z
n	
t
n
H

z
n	
t
n
 
X
nZ
H

 F H

z
n	
t
n

Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 
Adding and subtracting Mt Mt being the Melnikov sum  we get
%t  Mt  Qt Qt 
X
nZ
fRz
n	
t
n
R

z

t
n
g 
where R  

H

 F H

 for    and R  R

 dH

 F

  F

 for   
Set Q  Q

Q

Q

 with
Q

t 
N
X
n

n
Rz
u
t
n
 R

z

t
n

o

Q

t 

X
nN
n
Rz
u
t
n
R

z

t
n

o

Q

t 


X
n
n
Rz
s
t
n
 R

z

t
n

o

N  Th

being the smallest natural such that t
N
 J
u
 ie tNh  T
First we focus our attention on the term Q

 In order to bound it we must estimate
the size of the dierences Rz
u
t
n
Rz

t
n
 and this requires a better knowledge of
the function R Let '  fz  x y  C

 y  	 ig Using the equalities H

F

 H


F  F

F

 it turns out that R  R

R

 hR

z h and hR

z h  being analytic
for all z  ' and h   C  The denominator  
O
h in the formula  for
the rst integral H

forces us to put the factor h whereas the denominator   y

in
the denition of the McMillan map F

z forces us to work on z  ' Hence given a
compact set '

 ' there exists a positive constant K such that


Rz
u
 R

z




 


R

z
u






R

z
u
R

z




  Kh

h
jj


z
u
 z




i
 
for all z
u
 z

 '


Let '

be the compact subset of ' given by fz  x y  C

 jzj   jy 	 ij  g
Item i of Lemma  implies that z

K
h
  '

 for small enough values of h On
the other hand equation  provides the bound z
u
t
n
  z

t
n
 
O
h

 since
t
n
 K
h
 for   N  n   Therefore z
u
t
n
 z

t
n
  '

 for   N  n  
Then equation  provides the estimate Rz
u
t
n
  R

z

t
n
 
O
h

 and
Q


O
h

 because there are N   
O
h

 terms in the sum each one of order
O
h


The terms Q

can be estimated along the same lines Of course their bounds are
smaller than the one for Q

 because one uses the bounds  instead of the
bigger one  The result is Q


O
h


Collecting the bounds for Q

and Q

 we obtain Q 
O
h

 and thus 
follows from 
To end we simply estimate the Fourier coecients E
u
k
of E
u

P
k
E
u
k
e
ikth
 for
k   shifting along complex lines t  	r
h
 with r
h
  h
E
u
k
 h

e
jkjr
h
h
Z
h

E
u
s	 ir
h

e
iksh
ds  M
k
h 
O
h

 

h


e


jkjh

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where M
k
h stand for the Fourier coecients of the Melnikov function and esti
mate  follows readily
b In DS	 Proposition  an analogous result is proved Therefore we only
sketch the proof The function S
u
t t is analytic and hperiodic on the complex strip
I
h
introduced in 	 For T  t  T  using the Flow Box Theorem together with
the Extension Theorem we get
S
u
t t  Sz
u
t t  S

z
u
t t
O
  S

z

t t
O
h

  
O
h


since S

z

t  t as an special case of  On the one hand estimating now the
Fourier coecients of S
u
t t and also those of its derivative which has zero mean
we arrive at
S
u
tt  S
u


O
h


e


h
 dS
u
tdt 
O
h


e


h
 t  R 
Therefore S
u
t can be inverted for real t On the other hand repeating the compu
tations above for real t but using estimate  instead of the worst one  we
get
S
u
t t 
O
 t  R 
and in particular S
u


O
 for the zero order Fourier coecient S
u

of S
u
s s that
appears in formula 
Finally using formulae  and  we obtain for the inverse function s  s
u
t
of s  S
u
t that 
u
s  s
u
s s is
O
 analytic and hperiodic
c Formula  was proved in DR for even polynomial perturbative potentials
V y Unfortunately the reasoning given there does not apply to a series as in  and
we must change our approach Along this proof we do not assume that V

 V

  
because it is not used
From formula  Mt is odd real and hperiodic and its Fourier expansion can
be written in the following way
Mt 
X
kZ
M
k
h expk ith 
X
k
m
k
h sinkth 
where M

h   and M
k
h  


m
k
h i for some real m
k
h if k   The idea
of the proof is to get the asymptotic behaviour of the the rst harmonic m

h and to
bound the higher order ones The rst step is to get an uniform control on the Laurent
coecients f
n
h of ft around its singularities
Lemma  The function ft  ft h dened in  has isolated singularities just
on the set h   i   iZ being symmetric with respect to this set Let
X
nZ
f
n
ht t
p

n
be its Laurent expansion around the singularity t
p
 h   i Then there exists a
constant b independent of n and h such that


 ih
n
f
n
h V
n


  bh

 n     h  	
Exponentially small splitting of separatrices 
Proof The rst part is trivial In order to get the second one it is very convenient to
introduce the function
v  v h  V  h  h 

 sinh if h  


if h  

The singularities of v are located on the set h

iZ so    is the unique
singularity on the ball j j   assuming h small enough Therefore v can be
expressed in terms of its Laurent series
P
nZ
v
n
h
n
around    From the denition
of v it turns out that if h   v 
P
n
V
n

n
 whereas if h   v 
ft
p
 ih Thus
v
n
h 

 ih
n
f
n
h if h  
V
n
if h  
 n  
Here  is an innerlike variable similar to the one used in HM to study the be
haviour of the separatrices of the standard map near its singularities
Now these two results together lead to the bound


 ih
n
f
n
h V
n


 






 i
Z
j j
v h v  
n
d





 

Z
j j
jv h v jd
and the lemma follows since there exists a constant b independent of  and h such that
jv h v j  bh

  j j     h 
Indeed a bound of this kind with another constant trivially holds for the function
 hit is sucient to use that sin z  z 
O
z

 and   h 
O
h

 and
the composition with the entire function V y only changes the constant but not the
bound 
During the computation of Melnikov functions for maps elliptic functions appear in
a natural way GPB DR Lev	 Thus some notations must be introduced For
a general background on elliptic functions we refer to AS	 WW	 We follow the
notation of the rst reference
Given the parameter m    K  Km 
R


m sin

d is the complete
elliptic integral of the rst kind K

 K

m  Km and q  qm 
e
K

K
is the
nome If any of the numbers m K K

 K

K or q is given all the rest are determined
From our purposes it is convenient to determine the value of the quotient K

K by
imposing
K

K  h
where h is the characteristic exponent From now on we can consider the quantities m
q and K as functions of h For instance
q  qh 
e


h

 A Delshams and R RamrezRos
Now let us introduce the elliptic function t dened by
t  t h 

K
h


dn


Kt
h




m


From dn

ujm  m sn

ujm and the Fourier expansion of sn

ujm given in WW	
page  the Fourier expansion of t follows
t 
X
kZ

k
h
e
k ith
 
k
h 


h


kq
k
 q
k
 k  
The value of 

h is not needed The importance of t and its Fourier coecients
stems from the following key lemma
Lemma  Let m
k
h be the coecients of the expansion in sinus of the Melnikov
function Mt as shown in  Then
m
k
h  
k
h
k
h
b
v
k
h  
k


kh

q
k
 q
k
b
v
k
h
where
b
v
k
h 
X
n
k
n
n 
v
n
h 
X
n
k
n
n 
 ih
n
f
n
h
Proof We note that the function
f

t  
sinht  h
cosh

t h
V

 secht h
veries the properties P it is analytic on R and only has isolated singularities on C 
P it is T iperiodic with T   and P it is exponentially small when jtj  

Under these hypotheses in the Summation Formula given in DR Proposition  it
is stated that
Mt 
X
nZ
f

t  hn  
X
zS
resfz  tf

z
 zg
where S is the set of singularities of f

z on the complex strip f  z  g and z
is a meromorphic function such that 

z  constant   i z
In our case S consists of only one point z
p
 t
p
 h   i Thus using that
resffz
 z
p
g   and the Fourier expansion of  we get
X
kZ
M
k
h
e
k ith
 Mt
  resfz  tf

z
 z
p
g
 resf

z  tfz
 z
p
g
 resft h z  z
p
fz
 z
p
g

X
kZ

k

k
h  res

exp


k i
h
z  z
p


 fz
 z
p


e
k ith

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After a little of algebra one obtains
res

exp


k i
h
z  z
p


 fz
 z
p

 h
b
v
k
h i k  
and the lemma follows since M
k
h  


m
k
h i for all k   
These previous lemmas are intended to prove the following result on the coecients
m
k
h of the sinus expansion of the Melnikov function Mt
Lemma  Let
b
V  C  C be the function dened in  Let V


 maxfV
n
g
where V
n
are the Taylor coecients of the function V y dened in  Let B 


V


and r
h
  h Then

i The following asymptotic expression for the rst coecient m

h holds
m

h  

h

e


h
h
b
V  
O
h


i

ii The higher order coecients can be bounded as follows
jm
k
hj  Bh

k exp


kr
h
h

 k     h 
Proof Using equation 	 the bound
P
n
u
n
n   sinhu 
e
u
 for u  
and the triangle inequality we deduce that the functions
b
v
k
h introduced in lemma 
verify



b
v
k
h
b
V k


  b
e
k
h

 j
b
v
k
hj  V


e
k
 k     h 
i Let m


h be the function given implicitly by m

h  

h

q
b
V h

m


h
Remember that q 
e


h
 so lim
h	

qh   and q

  for small positive values
of h Direct computations yield
jm


hj 





m

h 

h

q
b
V 


hq





 h






b
v

h
 q


b
V 





 h





b
v

h
b
V 



q

 q

j
b
v

hj


e

b V


qh

 
O

ii We bound the coecients m
k
h in the following way
jm
k
hj  

h

kq
k
 q
k
j
b
v
k
hj  

V


h

kq
k
e
k
 Bh

k exp


kr
h
h


for all k   and h   small enough 
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Now we are ready to nish the proof of proposition  taking into account the last
lemma We split the Melnikov function as Mt M

t M

t where
M

t  m

h sinth M

t 
X
k
m
k
h sinkth
On the one hand the term M

t veries
M

t  

h

e


h
h
b
V  
O
h


i
sinth
On the other hand we bound the term M

t for real values of t and small values of
h in the following way


M

t


  Bh

X
k
k expkr
h
h  Bh

 expr
h
h expr
h
h
 expr
h
h


O

h

exp

h


O

h exp

h


and the formula  holds as we wanted Formula  can be obtained in a similar
way
A Proof of the Upper Bound Theorem
Along this paper we have worked inside a complex strip jtj    with a variable
  h The computations with a xed  are easier and give rise to upper bounds for the
splitting of separatrices Nevertheless this appendix is devoted to show that the Upper
Bound Theorem is a direct corollary of the theorem about exponentially small upper
bounds of the splitting size for area preserving analytic maps close to the identity given
in FS Fon We recall this theorem in a suitable form for our purposes
Theorem A Let G
h
 R

 R be a family of analytic area preserving di	eomorphisms
with h   having the form
G
h
 

e
h


e
h

  h
h
G

  h
q
G

 h
i
 G

G


O


 A
where   

 

 and q   Assume that the vector eld
(
  X

 X

  



  G

 A
veries the following properties

i It has a homoclinic orbit 

to the origin analytic on I


 ft  C  jtj  

g
ii There exists 

  

 such that the maps G
h
 are analytic on a neighbourhood
of 

I


 for small enough values of h
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Then given any    

 there exists a constant N  N such that
splitting size  N
e
h
h 


Remark A Hypothesis i is a necessary and sucient condition for the existence of
a constant h

  such that G
h
has homoclinic points for all h   h

 see Fon
Thus it makes sense to speak of splitting size under the above assumptions
Now we are ready to sketch the proof of the Upper Bound Theorem The notations
in the statement of theorem A must be kept in mind
Setting  
O
h
p
 in equation  the linear change of variables  conjugates
F z to an analytic area preserving dieomorphism having the form A where
G

 



 



 

 





Then the vector eld A veries the hypotheses iii for any   

 

 
Namely since its homoclinic orbit 

t is given by


t 

cosh t sinh t
 cosh

t

cosh t  sinh t
 cosh

t


it is immediate that 

  and an easy computation shows that we can choose an
arbitrary 

  

    taking h small enough
Consequently the Upper Bound Theorem follows simply noting that    
implies      

 The factor
O
h

 due to the linear change has no importance
in front of the exponential decay of the splitting size
To end we want to mention that for xed  the Upper Bound Theorem holds if and
only if   V

 where V

stands for the coecient in the quartic term of the Taylor
expansion of the perturbative potential V y The point is that for xed  one has
G

  a



 



 

 




 a   V


so that the vector eld A has a homoclinic orbit to the origin if and only if a  
We omit the details
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